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Abstract—With the rapid development of needs concerning
the secured passive Radio Frequency IDentification (RFID) tag,
several works propose the implementation of authentication
protocols based on Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC). But,
there are no systematical approaches that allow considering both
the compatibility of security and the implementation cost as
part of the requirements and limitations of passive RFID tags.
Therefore, the problem of balancing the implementation cost
and the security requirements for passive RFID tags is still an
open question. In this paper, we present a part of a Security-by-
Design methodology that targets passive RFID tags using ECC
primitives.

Index Terms—Passive RFID, Side-Channel Attack, Design
Methodology, Security by Design, ECC, Meet-in-the-Middle.

I. INTRODUCTION

Passive RFID tags are portable devices utilizing radio
frequency to authenticate the identity of the objects. By
communicating via a wireless channel, these devices face
a variety of vulnerabilities such as wireless and hardware
attacks. The wireless threats try to illegally access the system
to steal or modify the data communicated via the wireless
channel. Hardware attacks, such as Side-Channel Attacks
(SCA) and Fault Attacks (FA), exploit the weaknesses of
design to reveal the secret key. In order to protect the secret
information contained in the passive RFID tag, the device
tends to implement a secured authentication protocol using
cryptography primitives.

Among the cryptography primitives, the asymmetric encryp-
tion algorithms, which are based on the Discrete Logarithm
Problem (DLP), are recommended to replace the symmetric
ones to avoid the key distribution issue. In the asymmetric fam-
ily, Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) is more attractive due
to the advance of shortened key length. However, compared to
other cryptography primitives such as symmetric encryption
algorithm (AES [1], PRESENT [2]) or hash function, ECC
as well as asymmetric cryptography methods are much more
complicated. That leads to higher implementation costs such
as physical area, power consumption, and latency. Meanwhile,
the design of passive RFID tags is very challenging because
of the constraints of implementation. Therefore, looking for a
compatible design methodology that balances the protection
of security and identity data privacy with minimizing the

implementation cost of passive RFID tags is still an open
question for researchers.
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Fig. 1. Concept of Authentication Protocol using ECC primitives.

In the literature, the secured authentication protocols that
use cryptography primitives, for passive RFID tags are imple-
mented based on the concept including four primary abstrac-
tion levels, as seen in Fig. 1. There are already several design
flows that allow taking security into account. The most popular
approach used for designing ECC primitives is the top-down
design methodology, which is applied in several works [3]–[8]
in literature. However, because they lack information on the
systematical architecture, these implementations can not prove
the compatibility of their design with the design constraints of
passive RFID tags.

In addition, there are some works [9], [10] that apply the
Bottom-Up Design Methodology. One of the disadvantages
of the bottom-up design methodology is that it is time-
consuming. When the combined system is too complicated, the
simulation and verification become much more complex. Be-
cause of this issue, this design methodology is not compatible
with designing ECC primitives. In both design methodologies
mentioned above, they misconstrue the impact of security as
an additional feature of the design. Therefore, it is difficult
to obtain an ECC-based authentication protocol balancing
implementation cost and security requirements.

In order to solve the mentioned problem, we propose to
use a Security-by-Design methodology based on the classical
Meet-in-the-Middle approach for designers. A combination
of the recommended design methodology with our proposal
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Fig. 2. Proposed Security-by-Design Methodology using Meet-in-the-Middle.

helps designers to consider both hardware security issues
and the implementation cost of authentication protocol using
ECC primitive. Consequently, the final authentication pro-
tocol based on ECC primitives balances both the security
requirements and the design constraints of passive RFID tags.
Specifically, our contributions in this paper are:

- A proposed Security-by-Design methodology based on
the classical Meet-in-the-Middle approach.

- An estimation of implementation cost and SCA vulner-
abilities assessment method for the ECC block based
on the knowledge of field operator primitives in the
literature.

The organization of this paper is as follows. Section II
presents our proposal. Section III indicates an example of the
proposed design methodology. In the last section, a conclusion
gives a summary of the work and the remaining tasks in the
future.

II. SECURITY BY DESIGN METHODOLOGY

In this section, we present our proposed Security-by-Design
Methodology using Meet-in-the-Middle, as described in Fig. 2.
This strategy combines the Meet-in-the-Middle Design and
the Bottom-Up Evaluation and Validation process. At the
beginning of the design process, designers determine the
specifications of the target system in terms of implementation
cost and security requirements by analyzing choices with the
knowledge of the sub-blocks. The final result of this design
process is finding a configuration and architecture for the ECC
primitive with a compatible authentication protocol.

In the following, the Bottom-Up Evaluation and Validation
process is carried out after implementing and assembling the
sub-blocks into the system. The aim of this process is to assess
the security and validate the design by implementing them on
hardware.

A. Meet-in-the-Middle Design Process

This process comprises three phases: Authentication, Scalar
Multiplication, and Field Operators Design phase, as described
in Fig. 2. Due to the page limitation of this paper, we only
discuss in more detail the last two phases of the Meet-in-the-
Middle Design Process.

1) Authentication Phase: In the Authentication Phase, ac-
cording to the knowledge of the ECC primitive blocks, which
are proposed in the literature, designers consider both the
security and implementation cost of various protocols. Af-
ter choosing a compatible authentication protocol, designers
would know the design constraints and security requirements
of the ECC primitive at the beginning of the second phase.
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2) Scalar Multiplication Phase: In this phase, firstly, based
on the determined specification of the ECC primitive, a process
of choosing a field, algorithm, architecture, and projective
coordinates system would be done, as depicted in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 4. Process of estimating power trace of the ECC primitive.

In the first sub-step, behavioral and abstraction models are
extracted from the previous work in the literature. Behavioral
models express the mathematical formulas of the field oper-
ators, for example, field multiplier, inversion, and squaring.
They are used by designers to verify the functionalities of
Scalar Multiplication. The abstraction model of field operators
indicates the configuration, implementation cost, and power
traces with corresponding data. The designers use these ab-
straction models for evaluating the security and estimating the
implementation cost in the Evaluation and Estimation step.

a) Implementation cost estimation of the ECC block:
The parameters that we can estimate are the area (Atotal),
power consumption (Ptotal), and maximum duration (Ttotal)
of the ECC design. By knowing the detailed configuration of
the system, designers could know how many field operators
are needed to carry out scalar multiplication. In the following,
we note Ni the number of required field operators with the
index of {1; 2; 3} being field multiplier, field square, and field
inverter, respectively. We also note Lkey the number of bits of
the key.

Depending on the architecture of the ECC system, designers
know about the layout of sub-blocks and the interconnection
of the target system. Therefore, we can estimate the area of
the ECC block by using Eq. 1. We note ni the number of sub-
blocks implementing field operators, Ai, as the area of each
sub-block carrying out the field operator i.

Atotal =

3∑
i=1

ni ·Ai (1)

Besides, the maximum duration and power consumption of
the ECC system are estimated via Eq.2 if the field operators
compute in parallel. We note (Pi, Ti) the power consumption
and delay of each sub-block carrying out the field operator,
respectively i.

Ptotal =

3∑
i=1

ni · Pi

Ttotal = Lkey ·max{(Ni

ni
· Ti) : i = (1, 2, 3)}

(2)

If these sub-blocks work sequentially, the power and maximum
duration of the ECC system are estimated via Eq.3.

Ptotal = max{Pi : i = (1, 2, 3)}

Ttotal = Lkey ·
3∑

i=1

Ni

ni
· Ti

(3)

b) Power traces estimation: In more detail, our proposal
shows an approach to assess approximated power traces of
scalar multiplication by the reference traces of primitive op-
erators. At the beginning of this step, we collect the power
traces of the field operators, as described in Fig.4 together
with corresponding data. These traces could be harvested from
the silicon device or estimated by using the power simulator
tools. After collecting the traces, they are converted into arrays
Pi = {pi0, p1, · · · , pik}. We note pij the simultaneous power
at the moment t = j of operator i, and k is the length of the
trace. In the next step, these arrays are used for estimating the
trace of the ECC system.

Depending on the architecture of the ECC primitives, these
arrays could be concatenated or accumulated to form the
power trace of the system. In the case, two operators, which
have power traces P1, P2, compute in parallel, the total power
trace is the accumulation of P1 and P2 as Eq.4:

Ptotal =

k∑
i=0

(P1i + P2i) (4)

On the opposite, if two operators work sequentially, the total
power trace is the concatenation of two sub-traces as Eq.5.
Consequently, the length of the total power trace is longer.

Ptotal = {P1|P2} = {p10, p11, · · · , p1k, p20, p21, · · · , p2k}
(5)

At the end of this step, the power trace of the system will
be assessed by the high-level pre-silicon SCA evaluation tools
such as CASCADE [11], or ChipWhisperer [12].

3) Field Operators Phase: In the last phase of the top-
down design process, there is a specification of field operators
such as field multiplier, square, and perhaps divider as the
result of the scalar multiplication phase. The final result of
this phase is implementing a full architecture of field operators
before interconnecting them to obtain the system of the ECC
primitive design. At the end of this phase, designers implement
the chosen field operators in the RTL (Register-Transfer Level)
model, and then, begin the bottom-up evaluation and validation
process.
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Fig. 5. Field Operators Design Phase.
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B. Bottom-up Verification and Validation Process

The inputs of the bottom-up evaluation process are the
final RTL model of the full architecture of the ECC-based
authentication protocol with the reference models of primitive
operators. In each bottom-up evaluation phase, there are two
steps: security evaluation and estimation of the cost of input.
There are 3 main evaluation phases as discussed below.

1) Field Operator Evaluation phase: The first evaluation
phase is Field Operator, as illustrated in Fig. 6. After imple-
menting the RTL model of field operators, by using the EDA
(Electronic Design Automation) synthesis tools, designers
verify their functionalities. In addition, both estimating the
implementation cost and collecting the real power traces of
field operators are also carried out on hardware platforms.
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Fig. 6. Field Operators Evaluation Phase.

2) Scalar Multiplication Evaluation Phase: After evaluat-
ing and validating the field operators, these sub-blocks are
assembled into the ECC system carrying out the scalar mul-
tiplication. The input of this evaluation phase is the hardware
implementation of the ECC system. At the beginning of the
Scalar Multiplication Evaluation Phase, as demonstrated in
Fig.7, the power traces of scalar multiplication are provided
to the post-silicon evaluation tool for SCA assessment with
the corresponding input data. If the evaluation is failed,
designers have to go back to re-select the algorithm of Scalar
Multiplication or countermeasures for ECC.

After the successful SCA evaluation of hardware, designers
also measure the implementation costs of the ECC primitives.
If the implemented ECC primitive is overpriced compared to
the reference model, designers go back to the beginning and
choose another architecture and algorithm for the Scalar Mul-
tiplication block. Conversely, they update the new optimized
ECC primitives on the database and embed the ECC primitive
to the chosen authentication protocol before continuing to
implement the final design of the ECC-based authentication
protocol.

III. EXAMPLE OF MEET-IN-THE-MIDDLE DESIGN
PROCESS

In this section, an example of our proposed Secure-by-
Design Methodology is presented. Specifically, the process of
selecting a design for an ECC-based authentication protocol
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Fig. 7. Scalar Multiplication Evaluation Phase.

implementation with design constraints and security require-
ments is described. The final design specification satisfies all
the design constraints and security requirements of the passive
RFID tag, which uses ASIC as an implementation platform.

The assumption constraints of the ECC-based authentication
protocol are listed below:

• Implementation costs:
– Maximum duration of one tag-server authentication:

Tauth = 20 ms
– Maximum available power: Pmax = 240 µW
– Implementation area: as low as possible

• Security properties:
– Secure against Simple SCA and Differential SCA.

The maximum timing of communication refers to the standard
ISO/IEC-14443, meanwhile, the maximum power consump-
tion is the peak harvesting at −3dBm incident power by
rectifier antenna, according to the proposal in [13].

A. Authentication Phase

We follow the analysis of Gabsi [14] and choose Zhao’s
protocol [15]. Gabsi showed that this protocol is secure against
the Differential SCA. In Zhao’s protocol, the tag performs five
scalar multiplications. Thus, the maximum duration for one
scalar multiplication is 4ms (= 20ms/5). Regarding the secu-
rity requirements, since the protocol is already secure against
differential SCA, the scalar multiplication implementation will
only have to be secure against Simple SCA.

B. Scalar Multiplication Phase

After determining the target specifications of scalar multi-
plication, we start the Scalar Multiplication phase, as declared
in Fig. 3.

1) Select field: Wenger et al. [20] recommended choosing
the Binary Field GF (2m). In the hardware implementation,
Wenger showed that this field requires less than Prime Field
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TABLE I
IMPLEMENTATION COST OF DIFFERENT BINARY ELLIPTIC CURVES IN

PROJECTIVE COORDINATE.

Curve Coordinate
System

Cost of Point
Multiplication Complete

Binary Generic
Curve [16] Mixed 6M + 4S ×

Binary Edward
Curve [17] Mixed 6M + 4S

Binary Edward
Curve [18] Affine I + 11M + 4S

Binary Edward
Curve [18] Projective 16M + S

Generalized
Hessian Curve

[19]
Mixed 9D + 4S

* I,M, S denote the field inverter, multiplier, and square, respectively.

GF (p) in the context of implementation cost. In addition, we
follow standard FIPS 186-4 and choose the 163-bit length of
the key for the passive RFID tag.

2) Select algorithm: During this step, we continue to select
the configuration of the curve and the algorithm of scalar
multiplication. Firstly, there are several curves that can be
implemented in the GF (2m). Table I lists different curves
in GF (2m). Based on Table I, we chose the Binary Edward
Curve in the mixed coordinate to implement the point multi-
plication. This curve has a completeness property that makes
it robust against the Simple SCA and also Differential Side-
Channel Attacks [21]. In addition, this curve requires 6M+4S
less than other choices.

TABLE II
EXAMPLE OF THE INITIALIZATION PHASE: FIELD OPERATORS.

Montgomery
multiplier

Montgomery
square

Area (kGates) 3.3 0.6
Power (µW ) 63 51
Latency (µs) 8.5 8.5

3) Choosing the reference field operators: Before evalu-
ating and estimating the implementation cost of the scalar
multiplication block, we choose the reference field operators.
As the analysis above, our design only needs field multipliers
and field squares. Therefore, we take the implementation cost
of these operators which is presented by Deschamps et al.
[22]. The synthesis results that we obtained with the ASIC
technology NangateOpencore 45 nm with the maximum clock
frequency of 20MHz are shown in Table II.

4) Select architecture: In this section, we only consider 3
different architectures with different levels of parallelism of the
multipliers and the squares. Arch. a) comprises 3 sub-blocks
of field multiplier and 2 sub-blocks of field square. Arch. b)
and c) includes 2 and 1 sub-blocks of field multiplier and field
square, respectively.

5) Implementation cost estimation: In this step, the im-
plementation costs of the three previous architectures are

computed via Equations 1-3. The results of parallel computing
in field multiplier and field square are given in Table III.

TABLE III
IMPLEMENTATION COST ESTIMATION FOR SCALAR MULTIPLICATION

USING PARALLEL COMPUTING.

Archi. Area (kGates) Power (µW ) Latency (ms)

Arch. a) 11.1 291 2.7
Arch. b) 7.8 228 4.13
Arch. c) 3.9 114 8.07

In Table III, we choose Arch.b) for implementing the scalar
multiplication as it satisfies the maximum available power and
requires an acceptable area. Although its latency is much close
to our expectation (4ms), it will be improved by optimizing
the field operators. The specification of the maximum duration
for optimizing field operators in the next phase is determined
by Eq. 6.

4

2× 163
≈ 8.18(µs) (6)

6) Power traces Estimation: Because using 163-bit of key
length, there are 163 loop iterations in one scalar multiplica-
tion. In each loop, based on the chosen architecture, 2 sub-
blocks of field multiplier and 2 sub-blocks of field square are
parallel computing. Therefore, based on Eq. 4, the total power
traces of scalar multiplication is the accumulation of power
traces of sub-blocks.

In the third step, we also estimate the power trace of each
field operator by the power estimator tool in 8.5(µs), which
is the duration of an operation. Power traces of 1st and 2nd

field multiplier sub-blocks are indicated as the orange dot line
and green dash line in Fig. 8. Red dot-dash and purple lines
in Fig. 8 illustrate the power traces of 1st and 2nd field square
sub-blocks. The total power trace is described as the blue line
in Fig. 8. This trace is assessed by the high-level pre-silicon
SCA tools.

At the end of this design phase, by performing 6 steps
of choosing, evaluating, and validating, we find the target
configuration of scalar multiplication as below:

- Field: Binary field GF (2163)
- Curve: Binary Edward Curve in Mixed Coordinate
- Architecture: Using 2 sub-blocks of field multiplier and

2 sub-blocks of field square
- Parallel computing in field multiplier and field square

Besides, we also determine the specification of the field oper-
ators. They need to optimize to achieve 8.18 (µs) of latency.
Furthermore, in this step, we also estimate the power trace
of the system for assessment by pre-silicon SCA evaluation
tools.

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we present a part of the Secure-by-Design
methodology using the Meet-in-the-Middle approach that en-
ables the designer to obtain an ECC primitive block that
balances the security level and the implementation costs.
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Furthermore, our proposed estimation method enables an ap-
proximation of the implementation costs and also the security
level of the ECC primitive block based on the knowledge of
previous field operator primitives in the literature. In the future,
we will include the selection and evaluation of the authenti-
cation protocols in the Secure-by-Design Methodology.
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